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- org.redisson:redisson
  - 3.17.5
- io.netty:netty-codec
  - 4.1.79
  - 4.1.80

时间：
- Jul'22
- Aug'22
- Sep'22
- Oct'22
- Nov'22
- Dec'22

问题1：
- [1. Da problem]$_ _$
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![Diagram showing the vulnerable lifecycle of software with specific versions and dates]

- **org.redisson:redisson**
  - Version: 3.17.5
  - Date: Sep'22
  - Version: 3.17.6
  - Date: Aug'22
  - Version: 3.17.7
  - Date: Jul'22

- **io.netty:netty-codec**
  - Version: 4.1.79
  - Date: Dec'22
  - Version: 4.1.80
  - Date: Nov'22
  - Version: 4.1.81
  - Date: Oct'22
  - Version: 4.1.82
  - Date: Sep'22
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Is there a **best time** to update?

[1. Da problem]$_{2/6}$
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Can we bridge the gap to use PdM for security?
Idea: fit CVE disclosure time
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>>> Idea: fit CVE disclosure time

Time since lib. release
Probability of CVE public.

1M    2M    3M    4M    ...

[2. Proposal]
```
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* **Software features** for classification that are **relevant for security**
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